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THE WORLD
FINANCIAL
MARKET

For centuries, the Global Financial Market
organizations have created a way to extract
positive results for themselves. These
organizations absorb and collect most of the
money that enters the market, in such a way
that the Market has been parasitized,
manipulated, all around, either by ﬁnancial
institutions or the states, or both.

WHO ARE THE

MEGA CAPITALISTS?
Mega capitalists include giant institutions and besides
what’s said, they do not care about you: small investor.
According to a survey carried out recently by the Zurich
Federal Institute of Technology, Switzerland, it turns out
that over 100 companies dominate almost half of all the
world’s capital, and around 50 have an intense
performance in the market and stock exchanges.
We can include conglomerates such as: Coldman Sachs,
Barclays, Bank of América, Capital Group Companies Inc.,
FMR Corporation, AXA, Citibank, State Street Corporation,
JP Morgan Chase, Legal and General Group, Vanguard
Group, and UBS.
At the top of the pyramid, there is a concentration of a lot
of money, in the hands of very few players/negotiators
and below that, at the base, we ﬁnd the small investors,
the large number of people with just a little money.
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HOW DOES THE

MARKET WORK?

MAN X MACHIN
Let’s think about pizza slices. To increase the size
of a slice, it’s needed to reduce someone’s else
slice. The money is already circulating in the
market and certain moments, it changes hands.

The biggest players have the power, informations, inﬂuence and they are consuming
the money from the Central Banks, the retail investment fund, and consequently
your money, and beyond that, they acquire the highest technology to do so.

MAN X MACHINE
Man versus Machine is something fascinating. Besides saving us from starving,
machines can transform us into a Superman. It gives us speed, efﬁciency, and can
even make us ﬂy. The plot twist happens when a man + machine turns into a man x
machine.
And, casually taking this article to an apocalyptic scenery where human survival is
threatened by our cold creations without a heart, we want to talk about something
real that is happening at this very moment.
Have you ever thought about what are your chances against high technology
machines acting in the ﬁnancial markets?
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THE HIGH
FINANCIAL
TECHNOLOGY

These machines we refer to are called HFTS
(High-Frequency Negotiating) and they are
super automated robots or high-frequency
trade machines. The most well-paid people on
the planet are those who can create this kind
of technology.

Robots/machines include an ultra-modern
software built-in, it works for one goal: take
advantage of every, any inefﬁciency or
opportunity to earn money in the market as they
are programmed to extract money from it.

WHAT ARE
YOUR
CHANCES
AGAINST HIGH
TECHNOLOGY
MACHINES
ACTING IN THE
FINANCIAL
MARKETS?

The ﬁrst HFT&#39’s were made in the United
States at the end of the ‘90s, the machines could
operate in the frequency of milliseconds.
Nowadays the operation of these machines has
grown in every stock exchange. According to the
last estimate, more than 80% of businesses in the
ﬁnancial market are made by HFT&#39’s. Do you
have any idea what it means? From every 1,000
businesses in the stock, more than 800 are done
by high-frequency robots. Taking into
consideration this irrational number, and the fact
that few people have access to this kind of
technology, we can conclude 4 important facts:
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When you lose money in the market, this money is expected
to go to a big ﬁnancial institution, that can pay for the
HFT&#39’s.
These wonderful technologies are developed with highquality technology, with years of research, millions of dollars,
and time invested in programming the hardware.
It is a sophisticated technology capable of getting hold of any
minor change from the microstructure in the market and it
can execute lots of orders by little seconds, making good
proﬁts, in such a way, they are unnoticed by big investors.

The probability of being equal with this super automated
robots is zero, people lose and earn every day in the stocks
around the world.
However the researches have shown that investors lose more
than earn, and the only way of getting out of it is being on
equal footing with those giants and you might ask yourself:
how can I do it as a small investor?

This is exactly the most powerful strategy in the world
ﬁnancial market, this article is clear for all, this topic is bigger
in the Bitcoin market, this is the Modus Operandi, that big
ﬁnancial institutions use to accumulate assets when low and
to distribute them when prices rise.
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Check next two diagrams that reveal the principle of working
of these great players. According to the methodology
developed by Richard Wyckoff, who is an expert in this
subject and is known as well as Charlies H., Dow and Ralf
N.Elliott.
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WHERE THE BITCOIN
COMES IN THE STORY
When Satoshi Nakamoto wrote the “whitepaper” which originated the
Bitcoin, his primary dream was to reinvent the money, removing power from
most world bankers and allowing any person on the planet of having or being
its “own bank”.
But the multi-billionaire Bitcoin market wouldn’t come unnoticed by the
“institutional whales” and to strive between them, on the opposite are “native
whales” from Bitcoin, who are the billionaires from this segment, they left the
ﬁrst place and are in an unceasing race to accumulate more and more
bitcoins.
Those have also armed themselves from this technology apparatus due to
their economic power and with heavy artillery, are ﬁghting against ﬁnancial
institutional sharks that are already in the Bitcoin market.
What we are facing at this moment is a real robot battle to accumulate
Bitcoins.
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WHO ARE THESE

BIG PLAYERS?
They are the famous whales that make daily use of HFT&#39’s in the stock,
including the most exchanges of Bitcoin, and the problem of those big players
is not money, and they learn how to earn more. The issue HFT&#39’s solves for
them is the liquidity.
Simply because their orders have giants volume and for them to invoice those
orders it has to be distributed in a way to ﬁnd common people betting on the
other side?

HOW ALL OF THIS WORKS
It is important to understand that the institutional investors, the “big whales”,
have different problems comparing to common people, the problem of big
players is to ﬁnd people or brave institutions to buy, when one of the giants is
on sale or how to ﬁnd people or institution willing enough to sell when one of
those giants wish to buy.
That’s when the HFT&#39’s enters, they aim to ﬁnd liquidity, to make the best
negotiations possible and if there is no liquidity, they make it.
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HOW DO THE WHALES MAKE THAT?
Something that will be revealed now is the secret
information about strategies of how the markets are
manipulated by those giant whales through the most
powerful HFT&#39’s and how you can protect yourself
and even beneﬁt from this situation.

A) SPOOFING
Let’s take an example of the global bitcoin market. Buyers and sellers send
their orders through exchanges. These orders are recorded in the order book.
Let’s say that the last BITCOIN price was negotiated at U $ 17,500.00 and a
seller may wish to sell 1 bitcoin at U $ 17,510.00 this is recorded in the order
book.
A HFT robot can position and reposition a sales order of 1,000 BITCOINS at U $
17,450.00 and this would force other participants to practice lower and lower
prices. For example, at U $ 17,449.00 so as not to lose the turn in the queue,
after all that gigantic order would exhaust all liquidity in that price range.
The queue in the order book is not formed on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis,
but at the best prices, whether buying or selling, and the best buying or
selling prices will be executed beforehand. These gigantic orders are repeated
several times and attracting prices to certain lower and lower regions.
However, the HFT robot did not want to sell, in fact, what he wanted was to
put the price lower and lower to be able to buy. But only when the price
reached U $ 17,400.00, for example.
The name of this practice is SPOOFING and is prohibited, the ﬁrst cases have
already been punished by Organs regulatory bodies, despite this, this practice
occurs hundreds and thousands of times daily.
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B) ICEBERG ORDERS
Another example of HTF&#39’s is the iceberg orders. For example, if the
institutional investor (big player) active in the Bitcoin market wants to buy
10.000 Bitcoins, he will struggle to get this amount without moving its
quotation, according to the supply and demand offer, this big quantity would
certainly tease a high in the prices.
The HFT&#39’s robots can be programmed with a buying plan for Bitcoins, at
a certain price, however with small quantities.
It buys 5 Bitcoins, then it renews the offer with more 5 Bitcoins and so on.
Nobody knows how many times this will be done, only the institutional
investor knows he needs to buy 10.000 Bitcoins.
Thus the market doesn’t get euphoric and does not go up intensively. The
purchase will be shared into many parts and everybody only see the iceberg’s
beak, therefore these orders receive the name of iceberg orders.
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THE DESTRUCTION OF
SMALL INVESTORS IS
PROGRAMMED
The HFT&#39’s robots can buy for the
lowest price and sell for the highest
without calling no market’s
attention. Both to execute orders
secretly as to position orders and
cancel them in milliseconds before
they come true. This without human
interference and millions of times a
day.
This kind of mechanism is extremely
complex and it is for sure a piece of
silent information.
Remember that we are talking about
institutions that have annual
revenues higher than the GDP(gross
domestic product) of many
countries, having information like
this would be like stealing secret
information from a powerful
government.
However, we can be sure that the
main problem the automated
systems HFT&#39 s need, is to solve
their liquidity and the necessity of
getting it, the HFT&#39s systems,
even with no intention end up
leaving traces.
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THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT TRACES
HAD BEEN MAPPED AND IDENTIFIED
Over the past ﬁve years an anonymous group of developers, traders and
programmers from around the world, for example, Satoshi Nakamoto, got
together and started tracking, identify and ﬁnally code the traces left by
powerful automated HFT&#39s systems managing to understand the entire
architecture of the system’s operation and by mapping their source code they
created a compact and 100% system similar to the powerful HFTs.
The surprising thing is that they managed to improve the performance of this
system in a speciﬁc way for the global Bitcoin market which, unlike any other
asset, presents odd volatility.
This system was called DexBTCio. It uses a “weight” balancing system with
the main known indicators, where the highlight is the volume indicators
that, once identiﬁed, generate orders through an unprecedented system of
“ fractals” in a matter of seconds working in a 100% way automatic.

DexBTC.io® is a system that works within the largest bitcoin futures brokers
in the world: BitMEX, Deribit, Binance Futures, Okex and Bybit, this system
is able to put ordinary people on an equal footing with the major players in
the world market 100% automatically and 100% safe.

✔ 100% automatic because once rented on your brokerage account it will work

through API & # 39s provided by the brokerage ﬁrms without doing anything at
all and you will be able to follow the direct operations on your account in realtime and also through the DexBTCio dashboard.
✔ 100% secure because it’s right into your account, right into your pocket, the

custody of your Bitcoins will always be in your power, you will always be in total
control of your resources being able to withdraw, transfer, or simply account for
daily proﬁts.

"Satoshi created bitcoin, now we are going to multiply it!"

Satoru Tatsuo
Satoru Tatsuo
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TRUE PROFITABILITY
DexBTC.io’s proﬁtability is obviously linked to market volatility and
therefore variable, but we do the metric every month and on the
daily average of the platform in 2020 the system is currently
generating an incredible 0.7597585453% per day.
And more, if DexBTC.io was not enough to offer this fantastic daily
proﬁtability, both your proﬁts and your capital will always be 100%
under your control.

HOW TO START
1

Go to DexBTC.io

2

Tap the

3

Sign up

4

Plug into your BitMEX account through the APIs

5

Start proﬁting!

Start Now

button

Make sure you have positive balance
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SHARE THIS WHITEPAPER
Help this whitepaper to go to places.

PDF

This is a PDF ﬁle,
so easy to share.

You can download the PDF
from our ofﬁcial page
DexBTC.io

You can share via email,
WhatsApp, Telegram and others.

Satoru Tatsuo

satorutatsuo@gmx.com

